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SUMMARY: Celebrate before and victory will

people in general; to get good things, you

come after! Contradict your challenges to win.

first need to prove that you don’t need
them! Signs of desperation repel people.

1 Banking on Smiling

2 Damp flower dump

Have you ever seen a bank advert in which
I once felt weighed down by grogginess on

people are sad, crying, sleeping or injured?

realizing that I had to wait 40 minutes in the
Negative members cannot

sun for the next matatu. Wondering how to

attract positive numbers!

keep my mind positive, I spotted a pretty
orange flower growing in a dirty trench.

In town, people deposit their money in good
looking banks and smartly dressed shops

The filthy environment had not killed its

while the poor beggars get the puny penny.

ability to flower. Instead, it was stretching
its four petals as if praising the All-Mighty.

No one stores their treasure in a bucket that

Seven years later, I can’t remember

has holes. Just as torn pockets would

anything else I saw in the dirty trench.

indicate you can’t handle valuable items; a
broken or gloomy personality suggests that

People remember how your temperament

you cannot handle people’s generosity.

contradicts your challenging environment!

Don’t show your holes;

3 Do it Cutely

show your wholeness!

Flowers offer colourful petals, interesting

There is a saying that to get a loan from a

shapes, sweet scents and sugary nectar to

bank, you first need to prove that you don’t

attract busy buzzy bees. You don’t want to

need it! The same is true with life and
TOP

attract filthy flinchy flies.
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